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MSU's School of
Accountancy — the
only college program
in the United States to
teach both IBM and
Apple Macintosh
technologies — is
giving its students the
competitive edge
needed to excel
in today's
fast-paced business
environment.

By Teresa M. McGuire

T

he age-old tradition of
bringing an apple to the
teacher has gone the way
of slate blackboards and
inkwells. But at Memphis State's
School of Accountancy, the apple still
plays a role in education. An Apple —
or IBM—computeris availablefor use
by each student and faculty member.
MSU's School of Accountancyin the
Fogelman College of Business and
Economics offers the only program in
the country to teach both Macintosh
and IBM computer systems. The
School, which boasts of having "the

An Apple

Professor Peter L.
McMickle assists an
accounting student in
the microcomputing
laboratory. (Photo by
Tom Wofford)

for th§ Student

(Far left) Dr.
Constantine Konstans,
director of the School
of Accountancy and
associate dean of the
Fogelman College of
Business and
Economics. (Photo by
Tom Wofford)

most computerized accounting pro
gram in the United States," also has
the distinction of being one of only 10
accounting programsin thenation with
all of its programs accredited by the
American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business.
"When our students leave the Uni
versity, they will enter an environ
ment where the leading types of sys
tems they will encounterare IBM and
the Macintosh," said Dr. Constantine
Konstans, director of the School of
Accountancy and associate dean of the
College. "Noother university,no other
accounting program in the nation
trains theirstudents inboth systems."
A microcomputerlab wenton linein
1986 after the School of Accountancy
received a $1.6 million grant from the
Tennessee Board of Regents. In addi
tion, encouragementand supportfrom
Business School Dean J. Taylor Sims
and Academic Vice President Victor
Feisal helped move the lab from con
cept to reality.
"We decided we would build a lab
that was creative and innovative and
would be a model for labs of the fu
ture," said Dr. Peter McMickle, a pro
fessor of accounting.
Dr. McMickle designed the concept
for the facility, which is frequently
toured by other college representa
tives looking for ideas on how theycan
establish similar laboratories.
The Macintosh lab combines a
powerful AppleTalk network with a
state-of-the-art teachingenvironment.

From a raised platform, instructors
can view each student terminal.
The instructor's Macintosh II com
puter monitor is projected on a gigan
tic screen at the front ofthe classroom.
Graphics are clear, sound is crisp,
instructions are exact.
"We were able to buy into technol
ogy that's still with us instead of buy
ing into the old technology, which a lot
of people were doingat thattime," said
Dr. McMickle. "It has paid off for us;
our equipment is not out of date."
Separated by a sliding partition is
the IBM lab. While Macintosh stu
dents are designing flowcharts, IBM
students are preparing reports and
helping local businesses improve or
redesign their accounting systems.
The 60 work stations are furnished
with comfortable swivel chairs and
custom-built student desks. Both elec
tronic classrooms are equipped with
laser printers, extra computers and a
variety of software packages.
The labs are available 60 hours a
week, including evenings and week
ends.
Apple Computer Inc.lists Memphis
State among 20 leading business
schools that use Macintosh, including
Boston College, Cornell University,
Dartmouth College, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Stanford
University and University of Califor
nia-Berkeley.
"We are able to instruct our stu
dents in the use of actual accounting
continued on page 16
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In the

Boa's Grip —

Breaking the
Constraints of
Depression

"I was living life at the bottom of a long dark tunnel. My
feelings and emotions were raw and bleeding, causing me
so much pain. I lost interest in everything — my wife, my
family, my work. All I could feel was exhaustion.
"Trying to end it all that night was my final call for
help. That's what depression does — you begin to think
the only way out is death."
— A 68-year-old male patient

By Susan Akers

M

Illustration by Jessica W. Anderson

ajor depression coils
around the lives of more
than 10 million Ameri
cans a year, strangling
happiness from their existence. For
those in the grip of this treatable con
dition, depressionbecomes adebilitat
ing and potentially life-threatening
reality that can endure for years.
"Although manypeople usethe term
'depression' in a casual way, that's
clearly not what we mean when we
speak of depressionas a psychological
disorder," saidDr. RobertA. Neimeyer,
an associate professor ofpsychology at
Memphis State who uses cognitive
therapy to treat depressed patients.
"Depression isnot simplya disorder
in the way we feel. Depression is a
total experience:it affectsour feelings,
our thoughts and our actions," Dr.
Neimeyer said.
"In true depression, we are talking
about a disorder that seriously im
pairs one's social, personal and occu
pational functioning."
In numbers alone, depression rep
resents a significant public health
hazard in the United States. Studies
have shown that 10 to 20 percent of
adults will experience an episode of
major depression atleast once in their
lives. More than 90 percent of these
people will never seek medical help.
As many as 15 percent of depressed
individuals may eventually commit
suicide.
While the personal toll of human
suffering ishigh, theimpact ofdepres
sive disordersalso coststhe U.S.about
$16 billion annually, including $10

billion in lost productivity. Depres
sion, however, isone ofthe mosttreat
able mental illnesses. In recent years,
advances have been made in classifi
cation, diagnosis and treatment of the
disorder. Using modern treatment
methods, psychologists can help de
pressed individuals return to full and
productive lives.
At Memphis State's Department of
Psychology, Dr. Neimeyer is looking
for new methods to help people out of
the vicious cycleof depression. During
the past six years, he has contributed
to a more precise picture of depression
and has identified effective methods
for treating the disorder.
"We tend tospeak about depression
as ifit were a singular entity," saidDr.
Neimeyer. "The reality is more com
plex.
"One ofthe complexitiesis thatthere
is probably no such thing as 'depres
sion.' Instead, there are many kinds of
depression which differ in their etiol
ogy or cause, in their course, and per
haps, inthe successfultreatments that
can be applied."
Major depression affects people in
different ways. Depressive individu
als suffer from a variety ofmood disor
ders, ranging from pervasive sadness
to feelings of overwhelming futility.
Two consistent symptomsare a lossof
interest or pleasurein all or almost all
usual activities, and a relatively per
sistent mood disturbance.
Depression may also be character
ized by weariness, low self-esteem, a
tendency tomagnify pastfailures, and
continued on page 16
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Computers
on the Courts

One MSU graduate student spends a lot of time on
the tennis courts — but instead of perfecting his
serve, he's conducting research on the causes of
tennis elbow.
By Les Seago

•

A

Memphis StateUniversity
engineering student is
taking his computer and
an electronic racket to the
tennis courts as he searches for the
cause of a painful elbow iiyury.
"A lot of people say that tennis el
bow is caused by improper strokes or
bad technique," said Richard D. Komistek, candidate for a master's degree
in mechanical engineering. "But I
think there is evidence that vibration
is the maincause. Professional tennis
players get tennis elbow, and they
have almost perfect technique."
Komistek is testing his theory on
amateur and professional tennis
players, connecting their rackets and
forearms to hiscourtside computer to
collect data on vibration and muscle
stress.

High frequencyvibration, Komistek
said, can cause muscle damage. When
the ball strikes the racket's strings, a
wave of vibration begins traveling
through the handle and up the player's
arm.
The repeated vibration waves even
tually break down the muscles,Komis
tek said.
Former touring tennis pro Colon E.
Nunez of Largo, Fla., thinks Komistek
may be on the track of of an important
discovery.
"Some people think they get tennis
elbow because they have their strings
too tight or the racketis too stiff," said
Nunez, whoseprofessional careerended
because of tennis elbow.
Nunez, who coaches several young
tennis pros, said his elbow iiyury came
after he switched to a larger racket

(Above left) To measure
vibrations, Richard
Komistek attaches an
electronic sensor, known
as an accelerometer, to
the neck of a tennis
racquet. (Photos by Carol
Neal Reber)

V

about eight years ago. Now he suffers Herff College of Engineering.
Dr. Tan, who has been involved in
severe elbow pain after only a brief
several vibration-relatedresearch proj
period of tennis.
"We know that there is more vibra ects, helped Komistek develop a com
tion with a largerracket," saidKomis puter program that measures vibra
tion as it progresses from the racket to
tek.
Komistek, a former collegiate rac- the player's elbow.
The research involves the use of
quetball champion, developed his in
vestigation with the help of Dr.Teong accelerometers, electronic sensorsless
Tan, anassistant professorof mechani than one-quarter inchin diameter and
cal engineering at Memphis State's about the thickness of a half dollar.

The accelerometers are installed
at the racket throat and handle and
taped to the player's wrist, forearm
and elbow.A bundleof wires connects
the sensors to Komistek's computer
set up at courtside.
High speed video cameras record
the experimentsas tennisplayers use
the instrumented racket during brief
workouts. Komistek uses several
continued, on page 17
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B

ill Gutzke's idea of agrand
vacation is two weeks of
18-hour days in a wilder
ness filled with snakes,
turtles, leeches and ticks.
But then,Dr. William H.N.Gutzke
is ascientist whostudies theeffects of
the environmenton embryonicdevel
opment.
"I combine work with vacation,"
said Dr. Gutzke, an associate profes
sor of biology at Memphis State.
"For two weeks each summer, I work
16 to18 hoursa day,sleeping outside,
23 miles from the the nearest pay
phone. There are biting flies and
ticks all over the place, and leeches
infest the water."
Last summer, Dr. Gutzke and his
eight-year-old son, Bert, traveled to
Nebraska's ValentineNational Wild
life Refugeto collect reptileeggs. Since
the age of five months, Bert has been
accompanying his father on research
expeditions.
"Bert's great," said Dr. Gutzke.
"He'll catch anything. He knows the
difference between poisonous and
non-poisonous snakes, and he's the
only kid I know who doesn't go nutsif
he's bitten by a snake. He'll just hold
on toit. Usuallythe snakewill realize
that Bert's not going to let go, and it
will stop biting him."
In addition to snakes, Dr. Gutzke
uses lizards,turtles, quailand a vari

ety of other animals in his research.
Reptiles are most often used, because
their eggs can tolerate a wide range of
environmental conditions.
"You would assume that the same
principles thatwork forreptilian devel
opment would also apply to mammal
ian development," said Dr. Gutzke."So
this workhas several applications.What
I'm really interested in is how what
happens to anembryo affects the adult
organism."
As a result of his extensive research
on turtles, Dr. Gutzke has become a
valuable asset toscientists in the Gala
pagos Islands.
When the Ecuadoran government
needed to find out how to increase the
tortoise population in the Galapagos,
they sought Dr. Gutzke's advice. On
three occasions he has visited the
Charles DarwinResearch Station,help
ing scientists save the endangered
Galapagos tortoise from extinction.
The tortoisepopulation wasdecreas
ing, Dr. Gutzke said, partially because
too many males were being hatched.
The sex of the giant tortoises is de
termined by temperature rather than
genetics, says Dr. Gutzke. If the female
makes her nest in a warm spot — such
as asandy beach—then the hatchlings
will also be female. Conversely, eggs
laid in the shade will produce male
hatchlings.
continued, on page 17

(Far left) The Galapagos
land iguana, Conolophus
supcristatus.
(Photo by Heidi Snell)

As an undergraduate, Dr. William Gutzke aspired to a
career in nuclear physics. But instead of
conducting high-tech research in a state-of-the-art
laboratory, this MSU professor travels to
remote wilderness areas in search of some of
the world's oldest organisms.

By Elizabeth W. Marshburn

Dr. William Gutzke, who
studies the effects of the
environment on
development, is helping
scientists save the
endangered Galapagos
tortoise from extinction.
(Photo by Eugenia del
Pino)

Robert Wang —
From Immigrant
to International
Entrepreneur

MSU alumnus Robert
Wang began a small
business only 13 years
ago with guts,
imagination and a van
full of wooden beads.
Today he heads an
international
corporation marketing
craft and home decor
products from 15
different countries.
By Susan Akers
I

I

D

uring the hot summer of
1976, RobertWang setout
on the road tosuccess in a
stripped-down Ford van
loaded with wooden beads and a few
craft items.
Today the former Memphis State
University graduate student heads a
700-employee home decor business
that has made it possible for Wang to
give his alma mater more than
$300,000.
When the hard-working Wang left
MSU 14 years ago, he had little more
than a master's degreein sociology, an
idea and the van, the first vehicle he
owned.
"I didn't put air conditioningin the

12

"I do a lot from my imagination,"
explained Wang, who garners crea
tive inspiration during his frequent
international business trips. "I catch
things very fast when I look around. I
see the furniture, I see the magazines,
I look around and I can catch right
away what the fashion is.
"Actually at Wang's we are usually
ahead of the whole market on a major
trend. We are on top of it. Sometimes
we even create a trend."
In addition to chartingthe courseof
home decor fashion, Wang has also
succeeded in earning employee loy
alty.
"Ill never forget one thing," Wang
said. "In 1980 wemoved froma 14,000square-foot warehouse to a 42,000square-foot warehouse. This is how
concerned my people are. So that we
would not interrupt the business, we
moved from ChristmasDay until New
Year's Eve — in the snow.
"I believe people deserve respect
and fairness,"he continued."The spirit
of this company is honesty, integrity,
creativity and hard work."
This dedication to people is also
evident in his management style. For
Wang, managers should be on the fir
(At left) Robert and Susie Wang display items distributed by Wang's International Inc.
ing line.
(Above) Wang's 293,000-square-foot headquarters is located in Memphis. (Photo by
"I was working at the warehouse
Don Reber)
Saturday and Sunday unloading
trucks," said Wang. "What's the big
van because people told me with a in the morning to carry my boxes of deal? Why is a manager supposed to
straight-six engine you would ruin it wooden beads and things to my room. keep his hands clean? I believe in
"The boxes were very heavy, like 70 everybody doing everything."
with air conditioning," said Wang.
Wang's family also plays a big part
"People also told me that you couldn't pounds. I had to carry about 40 to 50 a
put in rear windows. Twice that sum night, so that nobody would see me. I in both his business and his private
life.
Susie, also a former MSU gradu
mer, I backed into other cars. Within wanted to hire the students to do the
three months, they cancelled my auto packaging for me. It was like a fac ate student, runs the daily business
side
of the company. Even with two
insurance. To keep going,I had to pay tory."
Today this business extends from a small sons, the couple works at the
$6-a-day high-risk insurance."
office
approximately 12 hours a day.
High insurance rates were not the 293,000-square-foot headquarters in
only obstacles Wang overcame. For Memphis to a 150,000 square-foot dis They also spend another 10 hours on
Saturday
and occasionally work on
the first six months of his business, he tribution center in Hayward, Califor
worked five days a week contacting nia. In addition,Wang's International Sunday.
"My
children
don't like it," said
local crafts dealers and spent his Inc. comprises seven walk-in whole
weekends packing orders. Susie, his sale warehouses, 10 showrooms and Wang. "But they understand that in
this
world
there
is
no free lunch. Life
wife, joined the venture. Soon, how eight retail stores.
A major factor in the success of this is a trade-off — to get something, you
ever, the couple realized that they
lose
something.
You
never get it all."
international business enterprise lies
needed help.
Following their father's example,
"I began to hire Memphis State within the imaginative mind of its
the
Wangs'
two
sons
are highly moti
students to help on the weekends," creator and president.Wang says that
said Wang, who feared reprisals from his company — the United States' vated, earning excellent grades in
school.
For
generations,
the Wang
landlords and city zoning officials for largest distributor of craft and spe
operating a business from his resi cialty home decor items — markets family has valued academic success.
"Education
does
make
a
difference,"
dence. "Myapartment wasacross from products designed for emotional ap
continued on page 18
Memphis State.I had to wait until one peal.
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Profile:
"I design for the
ceremonies of life,"
said Pat Kerr. "I often
say that I design
nothing that anyone
needs." Kerr creations
range in price from
$2,200 to $30,000.
(Photos by Neil Barr)

Pat Kerr
This prominent
Memphian and MSU
graduate has
transformed an
affinity for lace into
a lucrative
international
business.
By Christi Tracey

A

penthouse overlooking the
Mississippi River has be
come an unlikely center of
high fashion where Mem
phis State graduate Pat Kerr has
woven intricate lace into a solid busi
ness venture.
"I design for the ceremonies oflife,"
said Kerr. "I often say that I design
nothing that anyone needs."
Renowned forher antiquelace crea
tions, Kerr has designed for Sophia
Loren, CarlySimon, IvanaTrump and
Queen Noor of Jordan. Her fashions
have appeared in numerous publica
tions, including Vogue, Bride's,
Women's WearDaily, Townand Coun
try and The New York Times.
"We have the most fabulous clients
in the world, from all walks of life,"
said Kerr.
In Memphis, customersmust make
appointments to view Kerr's collec
tion, whichis displayedin a penthouse
overlooking the Mississippi River.
"Planes fly in (to Memphis) from
Egypt, Jordan, South America and
Mexico," she said. "We do weddings
and balls around the world."
The majority of Kerr's business is
conducted in New York, where she
14

Fat Kerr, a 1965 graduate of Memphis State, models one of her gowns.

works out of the Carlyle Hotel or ding dates.
Martha's, an exclusivespecialty shop.
The children's line includes chris
Kerr is perhaps best known for her tening gownsand pillows, bat mitzvah
exquisite weddingdresses anddetailed and confirmation dresses, nd debu
bridal veils and trains.The bridal col tante and cotilliondresses. Kerr'shaute
lection comprises dresses for brides couture creations consist of ball
maids, flower girls, mothers andgrand gowns and cocktail dresses in red,
mothers of the brideand groom. Satin black, white, cream, silver or gold.
wedding ringpillows arehand embroi
Since PatKerr gowns range inprice
dered with couples' names and wed from $2,200 to $30,000,the designeris

there with me. I just wanted empty
suitcases.
"Looking back, I have no earthly
idea why I wanted to bring back em
broidery andantique ceremonial robes,
instead ofclothes formyself," shesaid.
Kerr acquired an appreciation for
lace and fabrics during her childhood
in Savannah, Tenn.
"I grew up in the Southand did alot
with myhands," shesaid. "When I was
10 or 11 years old, I was taught to
embroider and crochet — I suspect to
keep me out of mischief. I saw my
grandmother andmy great-auntdoing
things with their hands. It was very
much a ladies' kind of thing. Women
weren't working like they do today.
They weren't as career oriented.
"There's a sense of pride that comes
careful to establish a client's budget with handmade things and a sense of
accomplishment that I learned very,
during preliminary discussions.
"I'm not going to show a bride with very early," she added.
Designing clothes comes naturally
a $2,200 budget the top of the line,
because she'llonly endup disappointed to Kerr,who asa childmade clothesfor
her friends, dolls and herself.
and confused," she said.
"I've always loved art and I've been
While she never intended to be a
serious collector of antique lace, Kerr blessed withcreativity," said Kerr,who
began accumulating fabrics during a received a fine arts degree from Mem
phis State. "I adore anything made
1965 trip to the Orient.
As Miss Tennessee, Kerr had been with the hands.
"I'm always surprised that people
selected to accompany Miss Universe
on a tour that included Hong Kong, are amazed at what I do. What I'm
doing today is nothing more than an
Manila, Bangkok and Tokyo.
"I simply could not believe the extension of what I've done all of my
beauty ofthe fabricssurrounding me," life," she said.
Kerr, a 1965 MSU graduate, was
she said. "I shipped all of my clothes
back in boxes because I wanted to involved in numerous campus activi
bring these embroideries and table ties during her college career: inaddi
linens back to theStates. I didn't care tion to representing MSU on Lowenabout anything that I had taken over stein departmentstore's collegeboard,

she joined a sorority, participated in
ROTC Angel Flight, and performed
volunteer work."College reallytaught
me a lot about dealing withpeople and
helping others tosolve theirproblems,"
she said. "I love people and I'm grate
ful forthe opportunities thatMemphis
State afforded me."
Recipient of oneof MSU's 1988Dis
tinguished AlumniAwards, Kerrmain
tains a strong bond with the Univer
sity.
In 1983, she began a scholarship in
honor of her sister and business man
ager, Jana Kerr Edwards, whogradu
ated fromthe Universitywith adegree
in home economics. The scholarshipis
awarded annually toa junior orsenior
majoring in home economics, art or
fashion design. A second MSU schol
arship, established by Kerr for junior
art majors, will be awarded for the
first time this year. Studentsgraduat
ing from Kerr's alma mater— Central
High Schoolin Savannah—mayapply
for a third scholarship, which may be
used at any college or university.
Kerr's parents taught her that
happiness and hard work are insepa
rable. Kerr exercises this philosophy
through her work with the Symphony
League, LeadershipMemphis, andthe
Memphis in May festival. She also
serves as board member of several
organizations, includingthe Memphis
Orchestral Society and the Memphis
Development Foundation.
In 1989, Memphis Magazine read
ers named Kerr "Memphian of the
Year" for her role in the installation of
lights on the Hernando DeSoto Bridge
over the Mississippi River.In Septem
ber of this year, she organized a cele
bration for the official groundbreak
ing of Memphis' Great American
Pyramid.
"Keeping busy is the best way to
stay happy. I continue to live that
theory today because I couldn't be
busier and I couldn't be happier,"said
Kerr.
"I love being inthe South.Memphis
has been very good to and for me, as
was MemphisState. Myroots arehere
and I'm always going to be here."
15

Apple for the Student

By sketching
his inner
torment, one of
Dr. Neimeyer's
software packages in a multi-user
patients was
environment," said Dr.McMickle. "We
able to
are able to give them exposure toseri
graphically
ous multi-user accounting packages."
portray the
continued from page 5

"With the knowledge we impart to
our studentsin this area, theyare able
to adapt as the technology changes,"
said Dr. Konstans.
"Memphis State graduates are two
strides ahead of their competition
because of their knowledge of these
various systems," he added.
Ed Roberson,tax partner-in-charge
at Peat Marwick Main & Co., agrees
with Dr. Konstans. Peat Marwick, a
leading accounting firm that uses
Macintosh, employs several MSU
graduates.
"I think one of the strongest points
is the computer experience Memphis
State graduates come in with," said
Roberson. "There'slittle trainingthat's
necessary other than with ourspecial
ized packages.
"We're pleasedto knowthat whether
we bring in MSU students in tax or
audit, they've had experience on both
(IBM and Macintosh) systems."
This technologicalexposure coupled
with theSchool's broad-basedacademic
curriculum gives MSU accounting
graduates a competitive edge in the
job market, Dr. Konstans says.
"We ground students so firmly in
the fundamentals of accountinginfor
mations systems and train them on
the two dominant technologies in
hardware configurations that as
changes occur in the overall technol
ogy, our students adapt...and
survive...and excel," he said.
i®)

associated
with

mented as early as age 5. A 300 per
cent increase in adolescent suicide
during the past 30 years reflects the
rise of depression in this age group.
Among college students, mood dis
orders are the most common psycho
logical problem. Research has shown
that, by the time they graduate, one
out of threecollege students will have
experienced a major depressive epi
sode. After age 60, the first appear
ance of depressive symptoms is less
common. Most studies have shown
that depression strikes women twice
as frequently as men. After age 65,
however, the depression rates begin
to equalize.
"There are a couple of theories for
this sex difference," Dr. Neimeyer ex
plained. "Biological theorists say that
women have somegenetic predisposi
tion for depression. They point to the
near universal tendency of women
across different cultures to become
more depressed thanmen as evidence
for that. Because there is no genetic
In the Boa's Grip
evidence available, that theory re
continued from page 7
mains unproven.
"In contrast, psychosocial theorists
a negative viewof one's self,the world will argue a whole cluster of thingsto
and thefuture. Insomnia,especially in account for the greater frequency of
the early morning, is considered by depression in women. They feel the
many cliniciansas thehallmark symp very difficult place of women in con
tom of depression.
temporary society—wherethey must
Although symptoms may first ap manage the stresses of being homepear at any age, depressive disorders makers and wivesin addition to being
most often affect people between the career women — compounds the risk
ages of 25 and 44. In children, how for depression,"he continued."Essen
ever, major depression has been docu- tially, takethe numberof pressuresin
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your life and multiply them by two.
"Unfortunately, even though this is
an intuitively compelling explanation
— one that I myself believedfor a long
time and still believe in part — it
doesn't seem tobe a total explanation.
Even women who accept only the tra
ditional homemaker role have depres
sion at about the same level as those
who try to juggle both work and family
roles."
Because many factors are involved
in depression, isolating one area as a
primary causeis difficult, according to
Dr. Neimeyer. Howa person views his
situation in life can influence his sus
ceptibility to depression.
According to Dr. Neimeyer, depres
sion can be alleviated by addressing
faulty internalized perceptions of life
through cognitive therapy — an ac
tive, time-limited,structured approach
to treating psychological disorders.
Cognitive therapistsassume thatfeel
ings and behaviors are largely deter
mined by the way a person structures
the world internally. Through ther
apy, patientschange thenegative ways
they thinkabout themselves and their
lives.
"Frequently, we learn a core set of
depressive beliefs when we are young
which leave us vulnerable to depress
ing events in later life," said Dr.
Neimeyer. "For instance, we may be
lieve that we were essentially inade
quate because wewere unableto please
a critical parent, or come to think of
ourselves as unlovablebecause wewere

Snakes, Leeches and
neglected or abused in our childhood. ment taken alone.
"I think the bottom line is that de Ticks
"When faced with setbacks or rejec
tions in later life, we easily interpret pressed people do not change by in continued from page 11
these interms of our core beliefs about sight alone. Neither do theychange by
our inadequacy or unlovability. In blindly altering their behavior with
As part of their effort to protect the
order to handle our present problems out understanding why," he said.
"In orderfor therapy tobe effective, Galapagos tortoises, scientists at the
realistically, we first have to separate
the fact from the fiction and develop you need to move the individual from Darwin Research Station breed the
skills tomanage distressingsituations insight to action and action to insight. animals in captivity and release the
This process breaks the cycle of self- hatchlings. To allow the population to
as effectively as possible."
recover quickly, tortoise eggs are
Dr. Neimeyer helps depressedindi defeat that occurs in depression.
"Our minds are powerful tools that manipulated to produce a greater
viduals buildcoping skillsthrough cog
nitive therapy in agroup setting. Over can be used tocontribute either to our proportion of female hatchlings.
However, since tortoise sex organs
the past decade, the use ofthis kind of problems or to their solutions." |||
are hidden beneaththeir shells, biolo
group therapy hasincreased dramati
gists
were unable to tell male hatch
cally. Although initially thought to be
poor candidates for group therapy, Computers on the Courts lings from female.
By
developing a technique for de
people suffering from moderate forms continued from page 9
termining the sex of hatchlings, Dr.
of depression are showing improve
ment after short, limited sessions. On rackets of varyingsize and stiffnessto
an outpatientbasis, thesesmall groups compare vibration levels with differ
meet with Dr. Neimeyer for 90 min ent players.
One of Komistek's early test sub
utes once a week.
"One of thedistinctive things about jects was Ricardo Acuna,a touring pro
group therapy is that there is more from Chilewho played in the1989 U.S.
than one patient in the room,"said Dr. National Indoor Tennis Champion
Neimeyer, whose extensive research ships at The Racquet Club of Mem
has shown that group therapy com phis. Acuna said his career has been
pares favorably with individual psy shortened by elbow problems.
"I've already had surgery on my
chotherapy andis clearlymore cost-ef
elbow," Acuna said as Komistek taped
fective.
"Patients begin to feel that they are an accelerometer to the inner part of
not the onlyones suffering from these his forearm, near the surgical scar.
A few minutes later,Acuna, Nunez
problems...that they are not alone and
that they are not strange for having and 18-year-old Nicholas Pereira of
Venezuela, a pro who was top ranked
these experiences."
In addition to sharing experiences, on the junior tour in 1988, gathered
group members also learn useful self- around Komistek's computer.
Each stroke was depicted as a line
help skills for managing problems.
Through journals and homework jutting vertically on the screen, show
activities, the depressed individual ing the rapid increase of vibration as
A vermilion fly catcher,
identifies distressing situations. By ball met racket.
Pryrocephalus rubinus.
Komistek hopesto recorddata on40
(Photo by Heidi Snell)
recognizing feelingstriggered bythese
events, the members attempt to pin or 50 professionaland amateur tennis
point distortions and develop more players during the first phase of his
study. Later, if additional funding Gutzke wasable tosolve thescientists'
effective and realistic responses.
"Often depressivesseem toform the becomes available,he wants to experi dilemma.
"Previously, scientists had to kill
most implausibleconclusions andthen ment with severalpossible methods of
resist checking them out," Dr. shielding the player's forearm and hatchlings to tell whether they were
male
orfemale," explained Dr.Gutzke.
Neimeyer said."This is the paradox of elbow from the vibration.
He has already received support "But I took known surgicaltechniques
self-defeat that surrounds depression.
and
applied
them to the hatchling
"We try to teach depressed indi from Prince Manufacturing, which
viduals totest out their beliefsin some provides rackets, and PCB Piezotron- turtles. I just make an incision,take a
fiberscope,
and
look in at the gonads."
way rather than simply assume their ics, manufacturer of the acceleromeThe first time Dr. Gutzke traveled
ters.
feelings are facts."
to
the
Galapagos,
he operated on 51 of
"We're hoping that we can come up
Cognitive therapy also works well
with antidepressant drugs. Dr. with something—maybea redesigned the tortoises. A year later, hechecked
to
see
if
any
of
his
"patients" had suf
Neimeyer says that a combination of racket or maybe something simple —
cognitive therapyand medicationmay that will cut down on the chances of fered detrimental effects as a result of
the
surgery.
All
51
were thriving.
g|
be more effective than either treat injury," he said.

Dr. Gutzke also taught Galapagos
scientists the best way to incubate
eggs for maximum hatching success
and optimum sex ratio.
Using methods developed by the
MSU professor, scientists hopeto keep
better control overthe ratio of male to
female tortoises.
Dr. Gutzke plans to return to the
Galapagos next year.
"I want to monitor some natural
nests and determine if there's female
bias as to where she lays her eggs and
which sex ratio she's going to pro
duce," he said.
For many years, the Galapagos Is
lands were visited by poachers, whal
ers and pirates seeking fresh turtle
meat for their larders. By the time
conservation effortsbegan, mostof the
females that nested on the warm
beaches had been slaughtered. Sur
viving tortoises were predominantly
males — those living in the cooler,
central areas of the islands.
"We think the tortoises may show
site fidelity — that tortoises from a
certain area return to that spot to
nest," said Dr. Gutzke. "The female
tortoises that were left were the ones
that typically nested in the (cooler, in
land) male-producingconditions. They
still go to those places and lay eggs, so
they're still producing males. Dr.
Howard Snell of theUniversity of New
Mexico and I aregoing to put in a pro
posal to go down andstudy the subject
further."
Dr. Gutzke is also negotiating with
the Ecuadorangovernment totake tor
toise eggs off the islands.
"I want to do some things in the lab
that are impossible there," he said.
"They just don't have the equipment.
And even if I took the equipment with
me, they don't have the facilities or
power to run it. So those negotiations
are still continuing."
While Dr. Gutzke has yet to harbor
Galapagos tortoises in his Memphis
State laboratories, his research in
volves a number of other vertebrates,
including leopard geckoes, quail, alli
gators, bull snakes, painted turtles
and snapping turtles.
"I forma question,and thenI go find
a species that will lend itself best to
answering that particular research
question," he said. "For instance, if
I'm looking at long-term environmen-
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tal effects, then I won't use a turtle,
because they may take 20 years to
reach adulthood."
When he became interested in
hormone-induced sex reversal, Dr.
Gutzke chose quail as research sub
jects. "I work with quail because they
go from egg to egg in less than three
months," he explained. "With quail, I
can work with generations."
Though almost all of Dr. Gutzke's
research deals with the effects of envi
ronment on embryonic development,
each study addresses a different facet
of the subject. Using snapping turtles
and painted turtles, the biologist ex
amines the effects of water availabil
ity during incubation on hatchling
growth and survival.Leopard geckoes
from Afghanistan are used to study
how environmental conditions during
embryonic development affect adult
behavior, whilebull snakesand alliga
tors are used in research on sex ratio
and hatchling behavior.
Surrounded by his menagerie of re
search animals, the renowned biolo
gist admits that he almost chose a
different career path.
"When I first started college," he
said, "I was majoring in nuclear phys
ics. Then I switched to business. I
didn't like either one, so I finally
switched to biology — something that
I liked."
Ironically, the freshman who
planned on pursuing a high-tech ca
reer nowresearches someof theworld's
oldest organisms — in some of the
world's most primitive surroundings.
"When you go stay two weeks in a
place like the Valentine Wildlife Ref
uge, it's hard work," said Dr. Gutzke.
"So you can't say you're going to have
a great time.
"Still," he added,"I doenjoy myjob."

education is very necessary."
To furtherhis father's dream, Wang
recently endowed a Chair of Excel
lence at Memphis State. This chair in
international business and the Shelby
County Chair of Excellence in Inter
national Economics are part of the
Robert Wang Center for International
Business, which is located within
MSU's Fogelman Executive Center.
"Without MemphisState Iwouldn't
be here,"explained Wang, speaking at
the July dedication of the Center.
"Sixteen years ago Memphis State of
fered me a $2,200graduate assistantship. It is time for me to pay back.
"Fifty-five years ago myfather built
a school in China," Wang continued.
"He passed awayfours years ago. If he
had time to witness this, I think he
would be glad."
The Wang Centerfor International
Business not only fulfills Wang"s per
sonal convictions, but also responds to
a need he sees in the Memphis busi
ness community. According to Wang,
MSU is a regional university with ob
ligations tothe surroundingarea. Since
Memphis is oneof the nation's largest
distribution centers,MSU shouldhelp
develop the city's potential.
"Memphis should takethe opportu
nity to grow from a very, very strong
regional hub toan international hub,"
said Wang. "If the city pushes hard
enough, itcan bean international hub."
As MSU President Thomas Car
penter said during the Center's dedi
cation ceremony, "I think we probably
fail to realize that even though Mem
phis is an inland city, it is capable of
being just as much an international
trade center as a coastal city on either
the West Coast or the East Coast.
"The establishment of the Wang
Center istangible evidenceof ourcom
mitment to movein that direction," he
continued. "Our future as a society
and as a nation dependson our ability
to operate in a global society. This is
Robert Wang
one way we hope to do so effectively."
continued from page 13
For Wang, this emphasis on inter
said Wang, who received his under national business successfully inte
graduate education while living in grates two important concerns: his
Taiwan. "Education and information business andhis interestin education.
are everything. Myfather's dreamwas
"I feel in an urban university like
to have a kid who was a collegegradu Memphis State, the obligation is to
ate and who would opena school.Edu mix the existing business community
cation is always important. I don't with the academicworld," said Wang.
push my kids, but they sense that "Then both would benefit."
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s I review our activities for letes increasedfrom 28 percent in1987 search activitiesin Argentina.In April
1988-89,1 am pleased to see to 40 percent in 1988, with more than the University presented Kabuki
Memphis State University 50 athletes earning a 3.00 or higher, Medea, oneof Japan's mosttraditional
moving confidently toward theeducaA Board ofVisitors was established forms of theater, to more than 2,000
tional hori- this yearand willserve ina liaison role people. This summer MSU concluded
zons of the with community leaders to helpdirect its three-year government contract to
next decade, the University toward further aca- provide English traininginstitutes for
African educators.
During the demic excellence and achievement,
One manwho helpedMemphis State
past year,we
With the shift of our national econhave made omy into a global environment, the achieve its present level of excellence
was
Robert M. "Bill"Robison, an MSU
significant University is beginning to adapt edustrides in cationally to this change. Through dean for almost three decades. This
issue
of Memphis State Magazine is
many estab- establishment of the Wang Center for
lished areas International Business,MSU hopes to dedicated to his memory. During his
affiliation
with the Universtiy, Robi
while build- serve as a forum for international
ing founda- research andcommunication. Andwith son held many jobs including bursar,
registrar,
dean
of students and assis
tionsfornew nearly 500 foreign students from 51
endeavors.
countries, theUniversity certainlyhas tant to MSU President Dr. Cecil C.
Humphreys.
Robison
died in July of
Research continues to develop and a worldwide scope,
gain greater national prestige. During
Forging this internationallink, the this year.
As
Memphis
State
moves toward
the last six years, research activities University continued to participate in
have increased substantially. The archaeological explorations in Egypt the 21st century, we can look with
pride
at
our
past
accomplishments
University has had a 74 percent in- and faculty exchanges with China s
crease inresearch projectsfunded with Huazhong University.In addition,the while striving for innovations in edu
outside support, resultingin a 94 per- Center for Earthquake Research and cation and research to remain com
cent increase in externally-sponsored Information recently completed re- petitive in the future.
award dollars. Through ongoing pro
grams such as the Van Vleet fellow
ships for outstanding graduate stu
dents and the SPUR awards for supe
R. M. (Bill) Robison
rior faculty research, Memphis State
RESIDENCE HALL
continues to recognize and encourage
research efforts.
While expanding research opportu
nities, MSU is also strengthening its
academic curriculum through the
General Education Program. Offered
in selected segments this fall, the
program provides undergraduates
y
with the basic skills and knowledge
necessary for success.
Our increased emphasis on aca
demic excellence is reflected in the 8
National Merit Finalists who entered
Memphis State as freshmenlast year.
In addition, both the men's and
women's basketball teams and the
football teamearned thehighest grade
point averages in their history. The
graduation rate for all student ath-

%
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Presidential Medallion

University Mace

Symbolic of the authority vested in
the Office of the President, Memphis
State's Presidential Medallion and
chain are worn only by the President
during official University functions.
The medallion signifies position, au
thority and trust and was presented to
the University by a group of distin
guished alumni and friends.
In keepingwith academictradition,
the Presidential Medallion combines
symbols ofMemphis Statewith achain
honoring past presidents of the Uni
versity.
The medallion was designedby Tom
Collins, former Art Services director,
and created by Endicott Custom
Jewelers of Memphis.

A symbolof leadershipand authority
in academic circles, the University
Mace is a visual embodiment of
tradition.
Presented in 1987 to commemorate
Memphis State's75th anniversary,the
mace isdisplayed onlyat formalevents
attended by faculty in full academic
regalia.
The silver disks on its six-sided
bronze head trace the history of MSU
from its beginnings as a two-year
teacher training school to its present
status as a comprehensive university.
The University Mace was designed
by Jim Cloud, Art Services director,
and sculpted by Harris Sorrelle, MSU
Art Department faculty member.

Official Seal

Business and Economics

Communication
and Fine Arts

University Banners
Newly designed banners representing rons. Beneath the wide blueband crowning
Memphis State's nine colleges and schools each ensign are stripes indicating disci
add to the pageantry of official University plines within the division. A gold laurel
wreath encircles each emblem.
ceremonies.
The concept and final production of the
The banners, which feature symbolic
images, were unfurled for the first time at banners was a joint effort among Memphis
the 1989 spring convocation of the 77th State President Thomas G. Carpenter;
David A.Collins, assistant tothe vicepresi
commencement.
The background hue of each banner dent, Student Educational Services; Jim
corresponds tothe colorused forthat area's Cloud, Art Services director; and the MSU
academic regalia hoods and sleeve chev

Memphis State's seal was adopted
by the University in 1989. Theseal in
corporates the University Mace and
MSU's 1912 founding date.

Engineering

MSU Logotype
This stylized representation of the
Brister Library tower is bounded by
trees and the Mississippi river to de
pict the ties of the University to the
heritage of Memphis.
Nursing
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University College

Graduate School
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Academics
and Research

Dr. Carpenter and
his wife, Oneida,
welcome former
President Jimmy
Carter to campus.
Carter spoke as
part of the Student
Activities Council
1989 Perspectives
Series. (Photo by
Art Grider)

During 1988-89, a number ofChairs of Ex
cellence were filled, adding new dimensions
to the instructional and research strengths of
the University. A total of 18 Chairs of Excel
lence have now
been authorized
for Memphis
State, nine of
which arein the
Fogelman Col
lege of Business
and Economics.
Of the total, 13
will be filled by
the beginningof
fall semester
1989, all with
nationally and
internationally
known scholars.
The Univer
sity's five Centers of Excellencecontinued to
thrive and enhance their reputations as out
standing research organizations. These are:
the Centerof Excellencein TeacherEducation,
the Center of Excellence in Egyptian Art and
Archaeology, the Center for Earthquake Re
search and Information, the Center of Excel
lence in Applied Psychological Research, and
the Center for Research and Innovative Serv
ices for the Communicatively Impaired. For
the past year, additional state funding for
these centers alone, excluding matching or
other sponsored program generated funding,
exceeded $3 million.
External support for research andscholarly
activity through the Office of Sponsored
Programs continued togrow at a record pace,
even exceeding last year's levels. During the
past year, 473 proposals were submitted hav
ing a total value of approximately $25 million,
while 285 awards were received with a total
value of approximately $8.7 million. The
University's emphasis on scholarly activity(par
ticularly sponsored research) has prompted
an infusion of external funding into Memphis
State's research and instructional programs.
The University moved closer to its goal of
implementing a new general education pro
gram for all undergraduate students, selected
segments of which will begin this fall.
Operating within the College of Arts and

Sciences, theCenter for Researchon Women
continues to enhance its reputation as one of
the premier such units in the United States.
Continued externalsupport forthe Center'sre
search projects and publications has contrib
uted significantly to its progress.
The Center for the Humanities received
a substantial grant from the National Endow
ment for the Humanities to continue develop
ing new instructional programs as a basis for
expanded interdisciplinary research in the
humanities.
A significant milestone was achieved by the
Department of Psychology when a proposal
to the United StatesPublic Health Service was
approved in theamount of$412,000. The year
long study will assess cardiovascular risk fac
tors in children.
The Fogelman College of Business and
Economics receivedreaccreditation ofits pro
grams as well as initial accreditation of its
accounting programs.The Collegeis nowone of
only 10 in the nation to have full accreditation
by theAmerican Assemblyof CollegiateSchools
of Business.
The Federal Express Corp. endowed a $2
million Chairof Excellencein Management
Information Systems and Decision Sciences.
The Federal Express Chair is the first $2 mil
lion chair to be established in Tennessee.
The Wang Center for International
Business is now a reality. Anchored by the
Shelby County Chair of Excellence in Interna
tional Economics and the Wang Chairof Excel
lence in International Business, the Center
promotes international business. Through re
search, teachingand developingclose ties with
international businesses,the Centerwill bene
fit both Memphis and Shelby County.
The Collegeof Communicationand Fine
Arts had another solid year of achievement. A
Chair of Excellence in Art History was en
dowed by HelenHohenberg Scheidtand Julien
Hohenberg in honor of their mother, Dorothy
Kaiser Hohenberg.
The Department of Theatre and Com
munication Artsbrought oneof Japan's most
traditional forms of theater to Memphis. Kabuki Medea, an impressive and colorful pro
duction, was attended by approximately 2,500
theatergoers.
The University Gallery attracted thou
sands of visitors for the special presentation,
"Danzig 1939: Treasures of a Destroyed Com
munity." Theexhibit wasmade possiblethrough

the generosity of Fantastic Sam's Interna-

omedical engineering was filled.
with thesupport ofthe Graduate Schooland
A recent survey conducted by the Univer- the Office of the Associate Vice President for
sity of Hawaii listed Memphis State's com- Research, the Graduate Student Association
munication program among thetop 10 in initiated its first annual Graduate Research
the nation for producing telecommunication Forum. The forum encourages
articles on new and recently emerging tech- graduate students professional enology. The College augmented its widearray velopment and allows them to share
of equipment with a series of new computers their research with the academic
to aidcomputer art,computer musicand video community. Fifty graduate studen s
editing. Perhaps the most impressive pur- from 19 departments participate in
chase was a digital audio work station for the the first forum,
commercial music area.
The William A. and Rut
The College of Education's year-long ac- Loewenberg Chair of Excellence was
tivities culminated in the appointment of a established at the School of Nursnew dean, Dr. Nathan Essex, from the ing last year. The first occupant will
University of Alabama.Dr. Essex will join the join the faculty this fall. The bchooi
University at the beginning of fall semester, also received second-year funding ot
1989
a majorgrant fromthe UnitedStates
A preliminaryplan for modifyingthe teacher Department of Health and Human
education programs to conform with the new Services for expanding the gerontoTennessee licensure requirements has been logical nursing content in theundercompleted. Another milestone for the College graduate program. Another major
was the placement of over 350 students as accomplishment was development o
interns or practiceteachers in preparation for a cooperative agreement with Methlicensure.
odist Hospitalsof Memphis.Through
Faculty of the Department of Foundations this agreement, the School of Nursof Education published 37 articles in refereed ing will provide instruction to stujournals, 11 special reports and two books, dents enrolled in Methodists nursThese are in addition to 48 presentations ing program.Students maycomplete
made before various professional meetings.
an undergraduate program at emAmong themany fundedgrants received by phis State with one additional year
the CollegeofEducation lastyear wasa three- of study.
year award, largely by the National Science
Among a listof significant accomFoundation, inexcess of$600,000. Thefunded plishments during the past year lor the Deproject isaimed atimproving instructionalca- partment of Audiology an
peec
a
pabilities of high school teachers in selected thology werethe 23presentations madeat the
Annual Convention of the American Speechareas
Dr. HarryL. Bowmanof theBureau ofEdu- Language Hearing Association (ASLHA) by
cational Research and Services was elected MSU faculty, staff and students,
and is currently serving as president-elect of
Officials of the Center for ar qua e
the Southern Association of Colleges and Research and Informationsaw one of their
Schools (SACS). Since University President many long-range plans come to Iruition A
Thomas G. Carpenter isthe Association's im- building project providing 11,500square feet of
mediate past president, Memphis State will additional space was begun, and plans lor a
be in the unique position of havingprovided a new doctoral program in geophysics were subpresident for the organization twice in the mitted to the TennesseeBoard of Regents.The
Center also enjoyed its best year ever in re
past three years.
A significant organizational change oc search, with external project support increas
curred within the Herff College of Engi ing 15 percent from the past year's all-time
neering when a new Department of Bi high.
The University is in the third year of a fiveomedical Engineering was established. In
addition, doctoral programs were begun in year repeating cycle of graduate program
evaluations.
The review is administered
biomedical engineering and mechanical engineering. A new Chair of Excellence in bi- jointly by the Office of Academic Affairs and
tional

A team of
researchers from
MSU's Institute
of Egyptian Art
and Archaeology
traveled to the
ancient city of
Memphis as part
of a project
sponsored by the
Egypt
Exploration
Society. Pictured
is a portion of the
Hathor Temple.
(Photo by Mark
Copley)
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This still life was
reproduced on a
recruitment poster
designed by Art
Services for the
University's
Department of
Music. (Photo by
Carol Neal Reber)

the Graduate School. Evaluations, which are
made by two faculty members invited from
other universities, have been laudatory. Writ
ten statements such as the following are com
mon: "Thismaster's program (anthropology) is
unique in the country"; "This unit (mathemat
ics) has an international reputation in graph
theory"; "The Philosophy Department has re
cently developed a well-deserved regional and
national reputation as a first-rate center for
research, scholarship and teaching .... Oppor
tunities provided philosophy majors at MSU
are a modelfor the country."These comments,
chosen at random from written reports, reflect
the growing stature of the University's gradu
ate programs.
By assuming responsibility for all creditearning continuing education at the
University, theUniversity College
was converted into an organization
for lifelonglearning. TheCollege also
received approval to offer the
University's first undergraduate pro
gram in Jackson, Tennessee — a
bachelor's degree in professional
studies with a concentration in
health care administration. In addi
tion to developingguidelines for an
other bachelor's degree with a con
centration in paralegal studies, the
College has assumed responsibility
for the University's legal assistant
certificate program.
Finally, three West Tennessee in
stitutions have formed a partner
ship to offer vocational and collegelevel courses in the Pickwick Lake
region — an area to be affected by
the new NASA facility in nearby
Iuka, Mississippi. Created by Memphis State
University, JacksonState Community College
and Savannah Area Vocational-Technical
School, the Higher Education Alliance will
provide a wide variety of educational services
to the region.

Student Educational
Services
Memphis State University is committed to
providing students with support in achieving
personal and academicgoals. The Divisionof
Student Educational Services offersa vari
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ety of social, cultural and academic programs
to meet the changing interests and needs of
students. Efforts are made to provide diverse
and creative activitiesand enrichment experi
ences for students as they pursue their educa
tion.
Based on several major reports and a dem
onstrated need, the Office of Adult and
Commuter Student Services wascreated in
July, 1988. It has focused on two activities: the
adult scholarship program and a part-time
scheduled day care center for children of stu
dents. A new program of financial assistance
was provided this spring and fall to 29 adult
students who would have interrupted their
studies without the scholarships. Service re
quirements and special investigative projects
were part of the total scholarship program. A
day care center has been explored and a parttime facility is anticipated by 1990.
The Student Life area — which includes
Greek Affairs,Student ActivitiesCouncil, Uni
versity Center, Religious Affairs, Student Or
ganizations and New Student Orientation —
made numerous contributions to the fabric of
social and cultural life on campus. More than
52,000 students attended the many concerts,
lectures and events scheduled by the Student
Activities Council,including a speech by Rich
ard E. Leakey, an internationally recognized
anthropologist. Seven thousand people — a
record number — attended a concert in the
Field House, while8,500 people usedthe social
facilities of the University Center during the
year.
Greek organizations maintained their high
visibility by logging 13,648 hours of service
and raising $38,500 for charitable organiza
tions. Orientation continues to be a popular
and important gateway for students, as 1,825
attended the specialtwo-day programs during
summer and spring. Four new organizations
registered this year, increasing the number of
campus organizations to 165.
The Office of Student Financial Aid
awarded more than $19.5 million in student
assistance to 13,152 students during 1988-89.
The document tracking system is operating,
and a historydata base has been added togen
erate files for at least the past five years. Steps
have been taken to initiate a program for the
new mainframe computer, which will pro
foundly affect the student aid process and its
ability to serve the increasing volume of stu
dent applicants.

Memphis Statecurrently has1,944 students 490 social, educational and recreational pro
receiving academicscholarships. Theschol grams for more than 9,500 resident students.
arship programcontinued to grow as769 schol In addition,a newWelcome Weekwas launched
arships were awardedto new students.Of this with a myriad of diverse activities such as
number, 132 recipients had high school GPAs move-in assistance, ice cream socials, cookof 4.00 or better, eight were National Merit outs andconcerts. Renovation
Scholarship finalists, 92 had ACT scores of 30 of the Richardson Towers
or greater, and 62 ranked first in their gradu complex continued, with in
ating classes. Four new scholarship programs stallation of carpeting, new
were established: Non-Resident Academic furniture andwall coveringin
Excellence, Non-Resident Minority, Commu the NorthTower. Twenty-four
nity College Transfer Program and the Com new apartments are being
added to student familyhous
munity College Minority Scholarship.
In the Center for Student Development, the ing.
The Office of Student
Counseling Unit received three-year provi
sional approval for the predoctoral internship Judicial Affairshas initiated
training programin psychology.When itbegan a Student Leadership Devel
offering the College-Level Examination Pro opment Network, whichgives
gram (CLEP), MSU's Testing Center became members ofcampus organiza
the only national CLEP center in Memphis. A tions the opportunity to en
new tutorial assistance learning center was hance leadershipskills. Inad
opened in engineering, and a Black Scholars dition to offering a credit
course eachsemester, thenet
Study Table and Project Learn were begun.
Fully computerized, the Academic Coun work presents the Leadership
seling Unitoffers computer-assistedinforma Scholarship Program, a twotion to the 16,000 students served.Staff mem day fall retreat for student
bers have published three articles in refereed leaders.
University Placement registered 950
journals and made eight presentations at na
tional conferences. MSU staff also serve as graduating students and coordinated 3,000
officers and committee members in five na interviews with250 employersduring theyear.
tional professionalorganizations, including the A survey of MSU students found that 75 per
presidency of the Counseling Directors Asso cent of those registered with Placement had
earned 50 percent or more of their college ex
ciation.
The Office for Students with Disabili penses. About half of the registered students
ties provided servicefor a record 387 students achieved grade point averagesof 3.00or higher.
The University Health Center continued
during the year. The Faculty Handbook on
College Students with Disabilities was pub to increase patient activity, treating approxi
lished anddistributed. The DisabilityResource mately 25,000 students during the school year
Center, whichhouses avariety oftechnological with a 100 percent increase in use of the new
devices, was set up in Brister Library with the dispensary. Measles and tuberculosis alerts
support of a graduate assistant to work with were posted and specialimmunizations offered
disabled students. These are a few of the rea by Public Health for these diseases now on the
sons Memphis State was honored as one ofthe rise at many college campuses.
International Student Affairs has ex
top 40 service programs for physically disabled
in theUnited Statesand inthe top14 programs panded itsactivities toinclude a volunteer host
family coordinator and a newsletter published
for services at the intermediate level.
The Center for Athletic Academic Serv quarterly forstudents. A sold-outInternational
ices had another successful year with 51 men Night was a great success and two interna
and women named to the Metro Conference tional studentswere electedto thesenate ofthe
Commissioner's List for Academic Achieve Student Government Association.
The Black StudentsAssociation held the
ment. The football team and the men's and
women's basketball teams earned the highest first Black Awareness Week,which included a
gospel
show, talent show, and speakers Wally
grade pointaverages intheir history.The gradu
"Famous" Amos, SusanTaylor andLerone Ben
ation rate increased to 40 percent in 1988.
nett.
Black
History Month continued to pro
The Office of Residence Life sponsored

of Memphis
State when
Euripedes'
Greek tragedy
Medea was
presented in
classic Kabuki
style.(Photo by
Mark Copley)
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vide a diverse program with significant sup
port from the University community and the
Student Government Association.
The Torch newspaper resumed publication,
providing articles, poetry and creative writing
by students.

Planning and
Public Service

Baylor
University
President
Herbert
Reynolds
presents the
Baylor
Distinguished
Alumnus
Award to Dr.
Carpenter.

The Division of Planning
and PublicService isresponsible
for coordinating and developing
University outreach, fund-raising
activities, long-range planning ef
forts, Computer Center operations
and institutionalresearch. Services
offered support the teaching, re
search and service mission of
Memphis State.In additionto serv
ing as liaison between alumni and
_ the University, the Division at
tempts to increase availability of
University faculty and facilities to
the general public.
The National Alumni Association added
new regional MSU Clubs in Huntsville, Chat
tanooga and Seattle with plans for Denver,
Chicago and Southern California. In addition
to holding meetingsin Nashville, Jackson and
the Pickwick area, clubs met in Houston, At
lanta, New Orleans, Gainesville and Colum
bia, South Carolina. A network of MSU con
tacts wasdeveloped toreach alumniand friends
in each of Tennessee's95 counties. Plans were
begun to add a new Political Science Alumni
Chapter to the existing 14 constituent groups.
The Skyliners Club for alumni in downtown
Memphis featured several well known MSU
speakers at its quarterly meetings.
The Young Alumni Council sponsored its
first 5-K Alum Run at Homecoming;presented
the Outstanding Young Alumni Award; and,
with the MSU Athletic Department, cosponsored the 1989 spring football game at the
Liberty Bowl. The Student Ambassador
Board continued to recruit top students to
represent theAlumni Associationand theUni
versity. The traditional 50-year class reunion
was heldat springcommencement, followedby
a Half Century Club dinner for those in the
class of 1939 and earlier classes.
The Association began a new VISA card
program in conjunction with the University
and Union Planters National Bank. A portion

of the proceeds from this program is used to
bolster and improve thecommunication efforts
of the NAA, whichinclude The ColumnsAlumni
Review, aquarterly tabloid;Alumnotes, aquar
terly update for campus administrators, NAA
past presidents and the current Association
leaders; and Graduate's Graffiti, a newsletter
to graduatingseniors published by theStudent
Ambassador Board.The Travelin'Tigers Tours
program sponsored trips to Kenya, the Carib
bean, Scandinavia/Russia and an Alaskan
cruise. Athletic trips were sponsored to New
Orleans; Jackson, Mississippi;and Gainesville,
Florida.
Exceptional gifts received through the Of
fice of Development in 1988-89included two
$1 million commitments, a computer and a
grant for establishment of the University's
17th Chair of Excellence.The Plough Founda
tion pledged $1 million to enrich selected pro
grams in the Cecil C. Humphreys School of
Law. Entrepreneur Kemmons Wilson gave the
University a $1 million life insurance policy,
with no restrictions on the use of the proceeds.
Digital Equipment Company provided com
puter equipment designed to accelerate the
conversion to new administrative software
programs. Mr. and Mrs. W. Bernard Hill com
pleted funding of the Hill-Thompson Chair of
Accountancy.
Funding for new Chairs was received from
Morrie A. Moss and the Dorothy K. Hohenberg
Trust, courtesy of Helen Hohenberg Scheidt
and Julien J. Hohenberg. Ellen Davies Rodgers and Tina Santi Flaherty endowed new
scholarships.
Union PlantersNational Bank continued its
commitment to endow a fund for the Institute
of Egyptian Art and Archaeology, one of the
University's five Centers of Excellence. Mem
phis CityGovernment andShelby CountyGov
ernment continued their contributions to sup
port recruitment of high quality teachers and
researchers.
Private giving to the University reached
more than$2.5 millionin the fiscal yearending
June 30, 1989.
The Office of Public Service helps Uni
versity departments fulfill public service roles
and serves as the contact point for groups
requesting assistance from the University.
Public Servicestaff worked with publicinstitu
tions, governmentalagencies, religiousorgani
zations and private businesses in an effort to
enhance the quality of life in the geographic

area served by Memphis State.
packages and programming languagesthat
Through increased funding and the addi- were unavailableon theprevious mainframe,
tion of new Centers, the Tennessee Small plus newer versions of existing software.
Business Development Center (TSBDC) Participation in Digital's Software License
continued to expand MSU's statewide impact Grant has allowed the University to provide
for the fifth consecutive year. The quality of additional VAX software that would have
management and technical consulting serv- otherwise been considered too expensive.
Computer Servicesestablished atrain
ices to Tennessee'ssmall business community
and the demand for TSBDC services is at an ing facility in the Smith Chemistry Build
ing.
Housing both a graphicslaboratory and
all-time high. Two new Centers were added in
1988: onein Jacksonand anotherin Clarksville. a hands-on classroom, the facility serves as
the
central
site for allcomputer training ac
A thirdCenter isplanned to open inCleveland.
Last year, 1,912 small businesses received tivities.
counseling through TSBDC, and 5,282 indi
viduals participated in training workshops/
seminars — bringing the respective totals for
Business and Finance
the five-year period to 5,714 and 21,658. For
Memphis State's Division of Business
each dollar the TSBDC spent for counseling,
*9 in state and federal taxes were generated. and Financecontinually strives to
Other University statewide public service improve the work environment for
'
faculty, studentsand staffwhile con
projects were expanded during 1988-89, in
cluding expansion of the Clean Tennessee serving naturaland fiscal resources.
The PersonnelDepartment has
Program and an increased contract with the
Department of Economic and Community continued and/or improved several
Development to evaluate energy retrofit proj programs designed to serve the Uni
versity community:
ects.
• An expanded Health Fair, at
The Planning, Institutional Research
and Computer Center units provided insti tended by approximately 500 em
tutional support toall segmentsof the Univer ployees and dependents, provided
sity. Planning staff conducted economic im at minimum or no cost: blood pres
sure checks,cholesterol testing,dia
pact studies for 15 TBR institutions.
Institutional Research is responsible for betes testing, lung power testing,
reporting enrollment, credit hour production, vision screening, etc.
• In-house training programs —
earned degrees, student data,faculty and staff
information and assessment data tostate and on such subjects as basic and ad
vanced
supervision, employee per
federal agencies. Additionally, the office pre
pares a statistical study each semester, which formance appraisals,office etiquette,
drugs
in
the workplace, progressive
serves as both a historical document and a
desktop referencefor administrators.Updated discipline andAIDS inthe workplace
were
attended
by 850 employees.
annually, the Fact Book functions as a base
• A two-day pre-retirementseminar was
planning document for the University and
held
for
110
employees
approaching retire
provides information concerning students,
programs and physical and fiscal resources. A ment.
• Facultyand non-facultysick leavebanks
separate Faculty Fact Book contains more de
tailed information relating to University fac were developed.
Affirmative Action continues to be a
ulty. The Office of Institutional Research
maintains severaldatabases, enablingits staff focus of the Personnel Department, the
to respond quickly to the more than 750 re- University's AffirmativeAction plan was re
quests received during the 1988-89 report vised and goals were updated; campus-wide
period.
seminars andtraining sessionswere heldon
The University acquired a new academic sexual harassmentand relatedsubjects; and
mainframe computer and software to job announcement distributions were insupport academic research and instruction at creased to enhance minority applications.
Memphis State. The new Digital Equipment
More than $1 million was invested in
Company VAX 8820 supports many software campus improvements such as the reno-

Governor Ned
Ray McWherter
visited the
Memphis State
campus last fall
as part of the
Shelby County
Legislative
Retreat. (Photo by
Tom Wofford)
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This Torah curtain
from the Great
Synagogue of
Danzig was crafted
in the 1700s. An
exhibit, "Danzig,
1939: Treasures of
a Destroyed
Community," was
displayed at the
Memphis State
Universtiy Gallery
last fall. (Photo
courtesy of The
Jewish Museum,
New York)
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vation of Richardson Towers South, the modi
fication of Campus School and numerousother
improvement and maintenance projects. With
the addition of 1,000 new parking places, the
parking facility construction project was com
pleted. Access control gates were installed in
15 parking lots, permitting management of
entry in specifictime and date seg
ments. Computer terminals were
installed inmost PhysicalPlant and
Planning shops,thereby improving
scheduling and cost control of op
erations.
A campus-wide identification
card system was implemented.
The new identification cards con
tain magnetic strips and bar code
imprints that are read by card
reader terminals located through
out the campus. The card readers
are linked to a computer which
permits or denies privilegesaccord
ing to the status of the individual
cardholder. Identification cards
control issuance of student tickets
as well as entrance to dorms, labo
ratories, recreation facilities and
University-sponsored events. Fur
ther, the newcards haveeliminated
the need toaffix validation stickers
each semester.
Microcomputers in the Office of
Security were networked to give
radio dispatchers instant access to histories of
previous incidents. In addition to providing
officers on patrol better information and the
capability to perform more safely and effec
tively, the network facilitates generation ofre
ports. The campus remains virtually free of
significant violentcrime, withlarcenies incam
pus buildings reduced by 12 percent over the
previous year.The hazardous materials inven
tory, accident files and fire extinguisher loca
tions werecomputerized, allowingrapid access
to information about the location of hazards
and the causes of accidents.
The Purchasing Department continues
its commitment to greater business activity
with minority/disadvantaged businesses. Fre
quent on-campusmeetings wereconducted with
business and community leaders — resulting
in better communications and improved un
derstanding of the University's requirements.
Computer-generated reports provide buyers
with increasedinformation toassist inthe pur

chasing function.
The UniversityStore has begun installing
an Integrated Computerized University Store
System, whichwill providecustomers andstore
staff with a high-speed, accurate system for
store management, accounting, inventory con
trol and customer service.
Copier and word processing services have
expanded, while costs to the user have been
reduced. Desktop publishing and newly ac
quired color copying and graphics equipment
have been wellreceived and provide users with
the latest in technology.
Printing Services installed a computer
ized typesetting system, which will produce
commercial-quality type. The new system will
also reproduce documents from desktop pub
lishing software on laser typesetters and/or
laser printers with a minimum of turnaround
time.
The Telecommunications Department
now offers facsimile service to meet faculty,
staff, student and departmental needs for ac
curate and timely information at a reasonable
cost. This service has proved a popular, power
ful communication tooland demand is growing
rapidly. To distribute knowledge about the
campus telephonesystem, telecommunications
established a CommunicationsCounselor pro
gram. Counselors within each department
receive training on telephone system features
and capabilities, and on basic mechanics of
telephone sets. Armed with this knowledge,
counselors educateusers intheir respectivede
partments, help diagnose common telephone
problems and arrange for needed repair serv
ices.
A smaller version of the telephone system
used on main campus has been installed at the
Memphis Speechand HearingCenter. This
system will provide most of the same features
and benefits as the larger system, while allow
ing quick and easy communication between
main campus and the Center. As enhance
ments aremade to the University'ssystem, the
Center will reap the same benefits without the
major costs that would have been incurred by
upgrading their system alone.
Many University departments are growing
in theirunderstanding ofrecords management
with timely transfer of inactive records to the
Records Storage Center and approved,
proper disposal of University records where
warranted. Microfilming services have been
expanded to allow for more efficient use of

Media Relations and PhotoServices worked
space and information, and to protect records
deemed vital to the University. A forms inven together on a numberof video projects, includ
tory was conducted to obtain a listing of all ing a special production on MSU's
interdepartmental and off-campus forms. An Chairs of Excellence for the Ten
analysis of results by vice presidential area nessee Board of Regents meeting,
will be madeto ensure that formsmeet accept regular segments for WMC-TV s
able standards of format and appearance, to Overview program and avideo tape
eliminate duplication of effort and to order on the MSU Pom Pon Squad,which
sold-out inthe University Storeand
stock in an economical manner.
raised approximately$4,000 forthe
Spirit Squads' Scholarship fund.
University
The MemphisState NewsLine,pro
duced chiefly for radio stations'
Community Relations
news reports, became more acces
The continuing goal of the Division of
University Community Relations — to sible to, and more frequently used
communicate the University'smessage — was by, stations outside Shelby County
accomplished in a number of ways throughout when a toll-free number was incor
porated.
the 1988-89 academic year.
Because of the interest of MSU
For thesecond consecutive year, theCouncil
for Advancement and Support of Education President ThomasCarpenter inrec
recognized Memphis State Magazine as anout ognizing the historical significance
standing publication. In CASE District III of MSU'sSouth Campus,which was
competition, the Summer 1988 issue, which formerly the Kennedy ArmyGeneral Hospital,
featured a cover photograph ofa Torahcurtain Media Relationsstaff researchedthe hospital's
from theGreat Synagogueof Danzig, won "Best history, submitted a proposal to the Shelby
of Category" and "Grand Award." There were County Historical Commission for a histori
cal marker on the site and made arrange
more than 200 entries in the competition.
Update, the bimonthly newsletter for staff ments for an event to commemorate those who
and faculty, was revamped, with additional served and were served at the hospital. In a
emphasis placed on achievements of Univer Memorial Day ceremony attended by more
sity employees. The newsletter and the stu than 100 former doctors, nurses, patients and
dent recruitmentpublication TigerTracks were others associated with the hospital, as well as
computerized and are now being prepared on news media, the historical marker was un
veiled.
the Macintosh desktop publishing system.
Following surveys andvisits to similar cen
To assist these and other campus
publications, Photo Services has begun a ters at other universities, the Information
concerted effort to upgrade and update its Center is takingsteps toprovide greater serv
ices to University visitors. In that regard, a
portfolio of current campus photographs.
The Office of Media Relationsfocused its name change is being implemented that will
energies on greater placement of University reflect its increasing responsibilities as the
experts, research news and accomplishments "front door to Memphis State."
Greater MemphisState Inc.,the 37-yearin national, regional and local newspapers,
old University academic supportorganization,
radio and television.
presented
its first $2,000 graduate student fel
As a result, positive news and feature sto
ries and citings of MSU authorities were used lowship. Fred L. Davis, prominent Memphis
insurance
executive and former city council
by such media as National Geographic, DIS
COVER magazine, Los Angeles Times, New man, assumed the presidency of GMS at the
group's
annual
meeting in February. At that
York Times, USA Today, Wall Street Journal,
Boston Globe,Boston Herald,Change magazine, meeting, Mori E. Greiner, retired vice presi
dent
of
Scripps
Howard
Broadcasting andgen
Chronicle of Higher Education, Insight maga
zine, National Public Radio, ABC-TV, Tennes eral manager of the WMC stations, was named
recipient
of
the
"W
alter
A.
Barret Distinguished
see Radio Network and others.
In addition, Media Relations received three Service Award." President Carpenter was
named
"Educator
of
the
Year"
by the group.
"Awards ofExcellence" in newswritingin CASE
Faculty and staff participants in the MSU
District III competition.

Dr. Carpenter
Davis, newly
elected president
of Greater
Memphis State
Inc. (Photo by
Gil Michael)
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Speakers' Bureau presented approximately
150 programs for local and area service clubs,
special interest organizations and educational
groups duringthe year.The expertiseof Univer
sity employees is showcased during these pres
entations and membersof the variousorganiza
tions gain an increased knowledge of Memphis
State.

Athletics
All ofthe MemphisState athleticprograms
continued to grow and prosper during the past
year.
In the fall of 1988, the Tiger football team
garnered national acclaim by defeating 14thranked Florida in Gainesville. MSU ended the
season with a three-game winning streak. Play
ing in extremely poor weather conditions,
the Tigers
defeated
Southwest
ern Louisi
ana, Tulsa
and Vanderbilt, to finish
with a 6-5-0
record. It
was the first
winning sea
son for MSU
since 1983.
Six mem
bers of Mem
phis State's
squad re
ceived AllAmerica mention for their performance
during the year.
The 1988-89 basketball season beganon the
sunny shores ofMaui, Hawaii, and ended in the
snowy Rocky Mountains at the NCAA West
Region tournament. During the year, MSU de
feated Louisville as well as nationally ranked
Florida State.
Under the direction of LarryFinch, Memphis
State compiled an overall record of 21-11, the
team's third consecutive year to win 20 or more
games. A seven-game winning streakended the
season — only a five-point loss to Virginia Tech
on the final day of the regular season keptMSU
from capturing the Metro conference regular
season championship.

j NAEGELE S HKADUNKRI
Memphis State Racquetball Team
NCAA Champions
14 Straight Years!

Thanks to Naegele
Outdoor
Advertising,
Memphis State's
racquetball team
received
widespread
recognition.

Several members of the basketball squad
and coach Finch won individual honorsduring
the year. In addition to their honors on the
court, the squad compiled the highest grade
point average of any of the men's sports. By
August, all of the 1988-89seniors had received
their degrees.
The Lady Tiger basketball team suffered
several keyinjuries totheir squadand struggled
through a9-19 season.After winningtheir first
five games, Memphis State lost three team
members forthe remainderof the season. With
a lack of experience in the backcourt, comple
tion of the campaign became a struggle for the
Lady Tigers.
While the football and basketball teams
were playing during fall semester, the men's
soccer and women's volleyball teams were
amassing impressive numbers in their sports.
Under the direction of first-year head coach
Chris Bartels, the soccer team battled their
way to a 8-7-3 mark. The volleyball squad
completed their season with a 24-18 record —
victorious over such teams as Clemson, Ole
Miss, Maryland,Villanova, Georgia and Metro
foes Louisville and Virginia Tech.
The spring semester found the baseball,
golf, tennis and track teams preparing for
their share of the spotlight.
The Tiger baseball team, finished the sea
son with a 32-23 record. Along the way, the
Tigers wonover VirginiaTech, SouthCarolina,
Southern Mississippi, Cincinnati and nation
ally ranked Louisiana Tech. Two of MSU's
squad members were drafted by the National
League following the 1989 season and have
now entered the professional ranks.
Memphis State's men's and women's golf
teams also posted competitive marks in their
sports. The men played in such prestigious
tournaments as the Dixie Intercollegiate, the
Southern Intercollegiate,the SoutheasternIn
tercollegiate and the Jerry Pate Intercolle
giate, in addition to hosting the Hillman Robbins Intercollegiate in Memphis.
The AthleticDepartment closedout theyear
by hiring Charles R. "Chuck" Stobart to
serve as the head football coach. Stobart, who
was assistant head coach and offensivecoordi
nator at the Universityof Southern California,
had beenhead coachat theUniversity ofToledo
and Utahand hadserved onBo Schembechler's
staff at Michigan for eight years.
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STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS
REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND OTHER CHANGES
for the Year Ended June 30, 1989
with Comparative Figures for the Year Ended June 30, 1988
Yenr Ended June 30. 1989
REVENUES
Educational and General
Tuition, Fees, Other Student Charges andTransfers
State Appropriations
Local Appropriations
Federal Grants and Contracts
State Grants and Contracts
Local Grants and Contracts
Private Gifts, Grants and Contracts
Endowment Income
Sales and Services of Educational Activities
Other Sources
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL REVENUES
TOTAL AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES REVENUES
TOTAL REVENUES
EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS
Educational and General
Instruction
Research
Public Service
Academic Support
Student Services
Institutional Support
Plant Operation and Maintenance
Scholarships and Fellowships
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL EXPENDITURES
Mandatory Transfers
Retirement of Indebtedness
Loan Fund Matching
Non-mandatory Transfers
Endowment Funds
Unexpended Plant Funds
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL TRANSFERS
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL EXPENDITURES
AND TRANSFERS
TOTAL AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES EXPENDITURES

Unrestricted
$ 30,101,562.73
73,386,600.00

50,000.00
696,209.67
201,817.38
803,927.78
701,522.31
591,644.04
1.948.061.89
_
ife 18.457.434,31

$

54,911,857.04
2,878,779.81
3,235,533.06
12,284,807.83
8,704,022.39
12,275,507.31
11,802,105.22
1.730.350.36

Restricted

$ 2,839,643.25
7,540,987.91
2,070,404.96
372,724.50
2,630,970.72
832,498.82

Total

Year Ended
June
1988

$ 30,101,562.73
76,226,243.25
50,000.00
8,237,197.58
2,272,222.34
1,176,652.28
3,332,493.03
832,498.82
591,644.04

$ 28,160,704.91
71,598,247.48
36,703.00
6,784,782.13
1.563.905.55
1.128.266.56
2,850,074.29
208,047.04
519,407.66
1.915.468.53

$ 58,271,987.54
8,214,873.75
4,884,077.57
12,664,675.90
8,837,576.39
12,344,835.16
11,802,105.22
7.090.061.65

$ 54,208,251.39
6,944,440.22

$16.287.230.16
* 122.045.56

$ 3,360,130.50
5,336,093.94
1,648,544.51
379,868.07
133,554.00
69,327.85
5 359.711.29
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University Officials

REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND OTHER CHANGES
for the Year Ended June 30,1989
with Comparative Figures for the Year Ended June 30, 1989
Year Ended
June 30. 1988

EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS (Cont.)
Auxiliary Enterprises (Cont.)
Mandatory Transfers
Retirement of Indebtedness
Non-mandatory Transfers
Renewal and Replacements
Unexpended Plant Funds
TOTAL AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES TRANSFERS
TOTAL AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES EXPENDITURES
AND TRANSFERS
TOTAL EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS
OTHER TRANSFERS AND ADDITIONS/(DEDUCTIONS)
Excess of Restricted Receipts over Transfers to Revenues
Indirect Cost Recoveries
Refunded to Grantor
Balance Reverted to Endowment Principal
Net Miscellaneous Additions/(Deductions)
to Fund Balance
Transfers to Other Funds
TOTAL OTHER TRANSFERS AND ADDITIONS/
(DEDUCTIONS)
TOTAL INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN FUND BALANCES

$

$

555,645.20
662,184.30
1.058.644.95

662,184.30
1,058,644,95
2.276.474.45

* 18.351.029.55
$128,914,357,14

$

$

122,045,56.

Sfelfi 409 275 72

$ 1,599,893.91
(984,163.29)
(121,816.76)
(20,719.53)
(71,308.60)
(206,000.00)

$
$ (1,975,577.03)

$

195.885.73
195,885.73

8 18.473.075.11
8145.323.632.86

8 16.167.167.88

$

$

1,599,893.91
(984,163.29)
(121,816.76)
(20,719.53)
(71,308.60)
(206,000.00)

195.885.73
$
$ (1,779,691.30)

ENDOWMENT AND SIMILAR FUNDS
Tennessee State Chairs of Excellence
Endowments Held by Memphis State University
Endowments Held by Memphis State University Foundation
Funds Held in Trust by Others

$22,213,785.73
1,930,478.58
10,534,797.32
11.968.613.43
$46,647,675.06

Research and Sponsored Program Activity
1983-1989
Year
July 1June 30
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
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Proposals Submitted
No.
291
320
395
385
458
473

$ Value
$13,047,615
$17,419,728
$26,453,125
$22,697,953
$31,440,666
$24,963,748

564,124.16
580.093.42
1.772.582.76

Awards Received
No.

$ Value

164
174
204
212
241
285

$4,490,638
$4,799,456
$5,058,275
$6,991,001
$7,554,259
$8,724,396

562,608.36
(666,752.75)
(90,491.84)
(13,273.58)
652,874.22

$
$

444.964.41
2,130,174.53
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